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“SON ET LUMIÈRES” FOR THE ROMAN THEATRE IN AOSTA
A music and light performance by SGM entertained visitors and residents of Aosta alike for the entire summer…so they could rediscover
and look at a fascinating monument from ancient history “under a new
light”.

“Son et Lumières” is a light and sound performance intended to involve the façade and generally, the external portion of
a historic building. This “narration” actually focuses on colours, fascinating sounds and alternating dark and light while
looking to offer the audience and valorise a new interpretation of a monument or edifice in such a way as to rediscover
its worth within the urban fabric, and provide residents and
tourists the opportunity to see a building of particular historic
and artistic stature (or whose uniqueness has been forgotten
as it is always in plain view, everyday, in its location) … under a new light.
The remains of the Roman theatre in Aosta - and in particular
its 22-meter high ancient façade - were the protagonists this
last summer of an edition of “Son et Lumières” of particular
prestige, sought after by the Italian Department for Education
and Culture of the Autonomous Region of Valle d’Aosta.
The project was entrusted to musician and lighting designer
Massimo Giuntoli, in collaboration with Alberto Bich and
his service L’Eubage for the technical choices. The duo is experienced, given its previous collaboration on installations of
this type and calibre. Audio Effetti was not only involved as
the distributor of material, but as the supplier of added value
the likes of advice, project support and technical assistance.

A moment of the Son et Lumières
for the Teatro Romano in Aosta

Alberto Bich – This is a semi-permanent installation staged from May through September.
Giuntoli involved me in the entire technical
portion, from designing the installation to running and organising the wiring and choosing
the most suitable equipment. I used the tools
of today’s technology to practically ensure the
project was as accurate and reliable as possible.
I had to consider that it would be exposed to
the elements for several months, so extremely
safe and sturdy equipment was required, and
moreover, it had to have an IP65 safety coefficient…that means practically water and airtight. The supervisory committee was inflexible on this matter, but I must admit, with due
reason - it was a rather rainy summer and the
equipment resisted without any problems under all weather conditions.

The transformation of the Teatro Romano in Aosta
during the Son et Lumières designed by Massimo
Giuntoli and realised by Alberto Bich
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- What equipment was chosen?
- I mainly chose RGB LED diffusers for their
reliability and durability, as well as for their energy saving aspect – and energy saving doesn’t
just mean saving power, but materials too. For
example, we were able to decrease the diameter of the power leads.
Moreover, the LED allowed an almost infinite
range of colours…
I almost used 100% SGM equipment; I know
the brand and gladly use it precisely for its reliability and simplicity. Marco Medica from Audio Effetti and I jointly found the right solution:
we used LED architectural diffusers for stage
5. I had already used them and chose them here
to colour and illuminate the surfaces, as well
as RGB Idea LED PAR 64 and Idea LED Panel
100, also RGB, for the arches and façade buttresses. I was able to try SGM’s RGB LED
PAR 64 thanks to Marco and I found them to
be quite suited to our needs: the light source
consists of 3x12 LEDs (R+G+B) with colour
synthesis, 15 degree optics (42 degree light
angle). The manufacturer guarantees them for
100,000 hours. The equipment also has several pre-set programs, which however were not

used in this case because programming was tied
to Giuntoli’s project.
I also used PAR 8 incandescent ACL batteries
often used for concerts, which I applied in this
case to illuminate the windows from inside, as
though they were “cut” by the light.
The installation was set up with a central power
point equidistant from the various peripherals,
a splitter and DMX cables – one for each group
of diffusers.
The project for the Roman theatre in Aosta is by
pianist Massimo Giuntoli, who is a technology
enthusiast and currently the creator of artistic
installations and urban design combining art,
light and his own music. This was not the first
time Giuntoli worked on “Son et Lumières”
projects (the first was in 1994 for the Ninfeo in
Lainate in the province of Milan), and he tells
us about his work in Aosta.
Massimo Giuntoli – The main feature of my

work is progressively and reciprocally thinking through each linguistic realm, which are
music and light for me.
A third element should be added here in Aosta,
which is the location. I excluded the use of images for artistic reasons, which would inevitably have provided a more direct interpretation;
I preferred an abstract approach tied to the dialogue between light and music. Although score
leaves an evocative and narrative mark intended to provoke emotion, i wanted to offer the
audience a dreamlike reinterpretation of the
theatre and its times past, and to re-examine its
2,000 years of history, but in a contemporary
context valorising its beauty.
- Colour also has a place in this project…
MG – I don’t simply “recreate a pretty effect”
in my work, but look to provide a reinterpretation of places and monuments. For me, colour
is equal to the other tools -however it mustn’t
be abused.

- Is technology a requirement or a pleasure
for you?
MG – Technology for me is like the brush for
a Renaissance artist – a pleasant tool. I attempt
to use it as I need to, without depending on it
even though I am well aware of the fact that
the knowledge of means also broadens creative

opportunities. I personally work with music sequences and software (Cubase) not normally
used for these purposes, and with various interfaces to translate MIDI into DMX. This allows me to create e true “lighting score” made
with colours and dark and light, which are programmed based on the music score – this work
is very different and more complex than the
simple function often found on consoles that
detects the peaks in music and makes the lights
beat randomly.
- Are you pleased with the technical results
of your project?
MG – Very much so. Bich and I worked well
together, and performed on-the-spot trials and
tests. We know each other and he knows how
to create the effects for my projects. And the
choice of SGM was certainly logical.
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Materiale luci:
16 SGM Palco 5 (varie ottiche)
18 SGM Idea LED PAR 64 RGB
12 SGM LED Panel 100
21 ACL stagni DTS
10 PAR stagni DTS
3 dimmer SGM a 6 CH POWERLIGHT 612D
2 dimmer ADB 12 CH sottoalimentati a 28 V per accensioni
singole degli ACL
1 splitter DMX DTS
1 PC per controllo sincronia audio e luci.

